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In a smarter, busier, business world, the traditional office phone system has
reached its limits.
We have developed a business solution that cuts the cord on desktop phones to revolutionise
business communication. By using your existing smartphones, we can help your company replace
its existing system and its outmoded hardware, support and installation needs. In fact, businesses
do not even require an office to use MyChat. In a smarter, busier, business world, the traditional
office phone system has reached its limits.
We have developed a business solution that cuts the cord on desktop phones to revolutionise
business communication. By using your existing smartphones, we can help your company replace
its existing system and its outmoded hardware, support and installation needs. In fact, businesses
do not even require an office to use MyChat.
But it is far more than a decluttering device. We not only put your switchboard in the palm of your
hand, we put the world there too.
Everyone knows mobile phones allow contact on the move, but they offer little scope for actually
managing today’s business communications influx. Replacing tired infrastructure, innovative
MyChat attaches landline business numbers to your existing smartphones, making them a ‘one-stop
shop’ for professionals. It retains all the functionality of an office telephone system, wherever you
are.
Services include voicemail, auto attendant, call transfer, call forwarding and call recording. A further
boost is the availability of landline numbers for more than 65 countries worldwide. Existing
numbers can also be transferred to MyChat, making transition simple and quick.
Its flexibility allows new users to be added very quickly as business increases.
No capital investment is needed whatsoever, allowing cash funds to be deployed elsewhere in the
business. Our service does not impact on data usage or incur data charges. When travelling
overseas, MyChat works over that country’s GSM network or WiFi service.yChat.
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But it is far more than a decluttering device. We not only put your switchboard in the palm of
your hand, we put the world there too.
Everyone knows mobile phones allow contact on the move, but they offer little scope for
actually managing today’s business communications influx. Replacing tired infrastructure,
innovative MyChat attaches landline business numbers to your existing smartphones, making
them a ‘one-stop shop’ for professionals. It retains all the functionality of an office telephone
system, wherever you are.
Services include voicemail, auto attendant, call transfer, call forwarding and call recording. A
further boost is the availability of landline numbers for more than 65 countries worldwide.
Existing numbers can also be transferred to MyChat, making transition simple and quick.
Its flexibility allows new users to be added very quickly as business increases.
No capital investment is needed whatsoever, allowing cash funds to be deployed elsewhere in
the business. Our service does not impact on data usage or incur data charges. When
travelling overseas, MyChat works over that country’s GSM network or WiFi service.
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